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Recents App Released - Updates from All Social Networks in One Place
Published on 03/20/14
Ultralab today introduces Recents 1.0 for iOS, its new app that aggregates news from all
social networks into a single rich feed. With Recents, users have everything in one place,
neatly displayed, with only the most recent updates from all social networks. The full
story can be opened right inside the app, making Recents the ultimate app for all kinds of
news. Different content formats are supported, including text articles, photos, and
videos.
Minsk, Belarus - Ultralab today is proud to announce the official release and immediate
availability of Recents 1.0 for iPhone, an app that aggregates news from all social
networks into a single rich feed. No more tearing between dozens of apps and tabs, with
Recents users have everything in one place, neatly displayed! Different content formats
are supported, including text articles, photos, and videos. The full story can be opened
right inside the app, allowing users to go deep into detail when they see something
interesting. There no need to leave the app to show appreciation, too, as all "likes" are
automatically transferred from Recents to the corresponding social network.
Features:
* Only the most recent updates from all social networks
* Support of the 4 major networks: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr
* "Likes" transferred to corresponding social network accounts
"Recents is one of our most cherished projects and the one we believe has great
potential," says Eugene Valuev, founder of Ultralab. "With Recents we want to give users a
tool to stay current without being limited by the news suggesting algorithms of most major
social networks and the need to constantly switch between apps. This is the first version
of Recents, and we have huge plans regarding the upcoming updates, such as easy content
categorization, smart discovery mechanisms, etc. We hope users will enjoy using Recents,
which will help us put all those plans into action."
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 7.0 or later
* This app is optimized for iPhone 5
* 3.0 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Recents 1.0 $0.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available worldwide
exclusively through the App Store in the News category.
Ultralab:
http://www.ultralab.by
Recents 1.0:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/recents-all-your-social-media/id811090558
Screenshot 1:
http://ultralab.by/presskit/recents/5s1.jpg
Screenshot 2 :
http://ultralab.by/presskit/recents/5s2.jpg
App Icon:
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http://ultralab.by/presskit/recents/icon.png
Press Kit (zip):
http://ultralab.by/presskit/recents.zip

Ultralab is a fast-growing community of ambitious and passionate designers, developers,
marketers and entrepreneurs, determined to maximize human potential and move the world
towards a brighter future by exploring new ways of interaction between people. Copyright
(C) 2014 Ultralab. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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